Abstract
Introduction
Since Ross's (1967) observation on Left Branch Condition (henceforth LBC) who states that no Noun Phrase (NP), which is the leftmost constituent of a larger NP, can be reordered out of this NP by a transformation rule, LBE phenomenon has been excessively studied in Slavic languages or Latin by Cinque (1980) , Shlonsky (1988) , Giorgi and Longobardi (1991) , Uriagereka (1988) , Corver (1990 Corver ( , 1992 Corver ( , 1997 Corver ( , 2006 , van Kampen (1994 van Kampen ( , 1997 van Kampen ( , 2000 , Boskovic (2005 Boskovic ( , 2008 , Ntelitheos (2002) , Kayne (2002) , Gavarro and Sola (2004) , Gavruseva (2000) , Gavruseva and Thornton (2001) , and Kim (2011) , among others. To my knowledge, LBE out of the DP is not previously attested in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) or any of the Arabic dialects. In SNRDA, the wh-degree question kam "how many/much" can appear at the left periphery of the clause leaving the noun and other postnominal modifiers in the base position, in both the subject and the object positions. In this paper, I will argue for a new perspective for the syntactic phenomenon LBE in which a full DP moves, not part of a DP as previous studies assume, leaving the other DP in situ. That is to say, I will argue that there are two DPs in the argument position; one of those two DPs is the numeral and the other is all that comes after the numeral including the overt noun and its postnominal modifiers. It is only the wh-item kam "how many/how much", which moves to the left periphery of the clause. Following Vries (2006) , I will take the numeral to be the anchor and all that follows it is the appositive. Using Chomsky's (1995) economy condition which states "F' carries along just enough material for convergence, in Kam-wh-questions, it is only the wh-item kam "how many/how much", the anchor, which moves to the left periphery of the clause. My argument is supported, besides other things, by morpho-syntactic similarities between the numeral and the noun, for example both participating in topic and focus constructions and both use of pro-clitic h-and the use of the definite article al-"the" with other pre-nominal modifier like the quantifier kil "all" and baadh "some. This paper is unique in that it provides a new perspective on the LBE in a dialect of Arabic which is rarely discussed.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, I present data under investigation. Section 3 reviews some of the literature on LBE. In section 4, the internal structure and the different syntactic analyses of the DPs in MSA proposed are discussed. Numerals "cardinals" are discussed in section 5. Section 6 discusses the internal structure of DPs in SNRDA. Section 7 provides pieces of evidence of the full DP nature of the numeral in SNRDA. Section 8 concludes the paper.
Data under investigation
To structure a degree question with kam "how many/much" speakers of SNRDA may shift only the wh-element kam "how many/much" to the left periphery of the clause leaving behind the nominal with its post nominal modifiers.
1. a. sharait thalaath sayyaraat beedh bought.I three cars white.pl.fem. "I bought three white cars." b. kami sharait ti sayyaarah beedha? how many bought a car white.sing.fem. "How many white cars did you buy?" 2. a. sharait thalaath kiliwaat sikar bought.I three kilos sugar "I bought three kilos of sugar." b. kami sharait ti kilo sikar? how many bought kilo sugar "How many kilos of sugar did you buy?" "How much sugar did you buy?"
We could see that in (1b and 2b), kam "how many" is spelled out at the left periphery of the clause leaving sayyarah beedha "a white car" and kilo sikar "kilos of sugar" stranded behind.
As another option, speakers may also move kam "how many/much" and all that follows it including the noun to the left periphery of the clause.
kam
sayyaarahi beedha sharait ti? how many a car white bought "How many white cars did you buy?" 4. kam kilo sikari sharait ti? how many kilo sugar bought "How many kilos of sugar have you bought?" "How much sugar did you buy?"
We could see that in (4 and 5), kam sayyarah "how many cars" and kam kilo sikar "how much sugar" are spelled out at the left periphery of the clause.
kam-wh-questions cases in all the aforementioned examples are formed out of the object position. kamwh-questions can also be formed out of the subject position. We could see from (5b) that kam "how many" is moved from the object position to the left periphery of the clause; and in (5c), kam and the noun following it including the modifier are moved to the left periphery of the clause.
kam-wh-questons are also formed out of verbless sentences.
6. a. hnaak thalaath rjaal there three men "There are three men." b. kami hnaak ti rajaal? how many there a man "How many men are there?" c. kam rajaali hnaak ti? how many man there "How many men are there?"
We could see from (6b) that kam "how many" is moved to the left periphery of the clause stranding the noun following it rajaal "man" in the base position; and in (6c) kam, is moved with the noun following it to the left periphery of the clause. This stranding option is not found with quality degree questions as there is no Arabic equivalent for the English construction "how adjective". Speakers use constructions like "kam noun" and "wish noun" 7. a. albeit khamseen mitir. the house fifty meter "The house is fifty meters." b. kam irdhi albeit ti?
how width the house "How wide is the house?"
We could see that in (7b), the quality degree question is formed with the use of the word kam "how" followed by the noun irdh "width".
As a matter of fact, questions formed out of the word kam "how many/much" can take place across clause boundaries. In (8b), we could notice that kam "how many" crosses two clauses; one clause is the embedded clause which starts with the verb shaaf "saw" and the other clause is the matrix one which starts with the verb tiwaqaa "think". I will just argue that there are two full DPs in the argument position, not only one, the first of which is the numeral which moves to the left periphery of the clause leaving the other DP the noun and its modifiers in-situ. Next, I review the literature on left branch extraction(LBE).
Left Branch Extraction (LBE)
LBE phenomenon has been extensively discussed before and after minimalist program by Ross (1967) , Obenauer (1984) , Uriagereka (1988) , Gavruseva and Thornton (2001) , Hoekstra, Jan and Thomas (1992) , Franks and Progovac (1994 ), van Kampen (1994 , Corver (1990 Corver ( , 1992 Corver ( , 1997 Corver ( , 2006 , Kayne (2002) , Boskovic (2005) , and Kim (2011) , among others. Before minimalist program, in languages which ban LBE, this phenomenon is attributed to a locality principle, Empty Category Principle (ECP), Chomsky (1981) and Corver (1990 Corver ( , 1992 Corver ( , 1997 Corver ( , 2006 . In this account, the trace left behind is not properly governed; and even the existence of other governors outside the Noun Phrase (NP), Verb Phrase (VP) and Inflectional Phrase (IP), does not save the construction as they do not have access to the spec of NP.
In languages that allow fronting of the Adjective Phrase (AP), following Abney's (1987) AP analysis in which the AP is followed by the NP as a complement, Franks and Progovac (1994) , propose that LBE of the adjective involves remnant movement of the adjective; in this analysis, first, the NP moves out of the AP, followed by fronting of the AP to a position at the left periphery of the clause adjoining it to the IP. Adopting Emond's (2000) Noun-Case proposal, Kayne (2002) dealing with English and French data also proposes a remnant movement analysis of the NP. Kayne assumes that LBE phenomenon takes place with split case licensing; putting it differently, Kayne assumes that the NP inside the Quantifier Phrase (QP) in English sentences for example is case licensed independently by a functional category (K-of/de) to which the NP moves. (For more details on remnant analysis of the DP, see Kaynes's (2002)) The most recent work accounting for LBE that has come out is Boskovic's (2005 Boskovic's ( , 2008 ) DP/NP parameter. Following Abney's (1987) and Uriagereka's (1988) DP/NP language proposal, Boskovic proposes that there are two types of languages in terms of whether the language allows or does not allow LBE of the Adjectives, DP and NP languages; and that a DP is a phase and the spec of the DP is an escape hatch for phrasal movement outside the DP. In DP languages, like English and Macedonian, in which the A takes NP as its complement, the DP blocks AP left-branch extraction, since this movement violates anti-locality; whereas in NP languages, like Polish and Czech, which do not have DP and in which the noun (N) takes AP as its spec, left-branch extraction is allowed.
9. a. He respects the smart student.
b. *smarti, he respects [the ti students] 10. a. Skupai/ta je video [ti car] Expensive/that is seen car We could see from the English example in (9) that extraction of the English adjective smart is not allowed, whereas, in the Serbo-Croatian example in (10), the adjective skupa "expensive" is extracted.
The above analysis accounts for the ban of adjunct extraction in English; but not in NP languages.
11. a. Peter read [DP books from that shelf] b. *From which shelfi did Peter read book ti"
In NP languages, adjunct extraction is allowed.
[iz kojeg grada]i je Ivan sreo [djevojde ti]
From what town is Ivan met girls "Ivan met girls from which town?" From all the above LBE proposals, one could conclude that LBE takes place when part of the DP, the noun or the adjective, is moved to the left periphery of the clause. And before proceeding, I would like to emphasis that I am not defending or falsifying any of the above analyses in this paper, I will just argue for a new perspective for this syntactic phenomenon, LBE, in which the LBE takes place out of two full DPs in the argument position, not only one part of which moves, the first of which is the numeral which moves leaving the other DP the noun and its modifiers in-situ. Next, I discuss the internal structure and the syntactic analyses proposed for DPs in MSA.
The Internal Structure and the Different Syntactic Analyses of the DPs in MSA
The internal structure of the DPs in MSA
The internal structure of DPs in Modern Standard Arabic has been investigated excessively, (See Fassi (1989 , Mohammad (1988 Mohammad ( , 1999 , Ritter (1987 Ritter ( , 1988 Ritter ( , 1991 , Benmamoun (2000) , Siloni (1991ab, 1994 Siloni (1991ab, , 1997 Siloni (1991ab, , 2002 , Shlonsky (1988 Shlonsky ( , 1991 Shlonsky ( , 2002 Shlonsky ( , 2004 Shlonsky ( , 2012 and Kremers (2003) ). There is a consensus that there are two types of DPs in Arabic: simple and complex DPs. The simple DP is formed out of either a definite article al-"the" or an indefinite marker -n, and a noun which could be followed by a modifier or more. The complex DP is formed out of a head noun and genitive DP complement which could be followed by a modifier or more. Adjectives always fully agree with nouns they modify in definiteness, gender and case.
13. a. al-rajul-u the-man-nom "the man" b. al-rajul-u al-tayyib-u the-man-nom the-decent-nom "The decent man" 14.a. bait-u al-rajul-i house-nom the-man.gen "The man's house" b. bait-u al-rajul-i al-wasia house-nom the-man-gen the-wide "The man's wide house"
In (13b), in the simple DP, we could see that the modifier al-tayyibi "the decent" follows the noun alrajulu "the man" and adjacent to it. In (14b), in the complex DP, the modifier al-wasia "the wide" follows the construct state baitu al-rajuli "the man's house.
Demonstrative pronouns and cardinals appear prenominally in simple DPs. In this case, the demonstrative pronoun is always without an overt case marker; whereas cardinal is marked with a case depending on the position it occupies.
15. a. jaa haaolaai al-thalaathat-u rijaal-in came.pl.masc. those the-three men-gen. "Those three men came." b. raait-u haaolaai al-thalaathat-a rijaal-an saw.I-nom. those the-three-accu men-accu "I saw those three men."
In (15a), the cardinal al-thalaathat-u "the three" in the subject carries a nominative case marker -u, while it carries an accusative case maker -a in the object position in (15b). Moreover, nouns following cardinals get different cases depending on the cardinal used.
16. a. haaolaai al-thalaathat-u rijaal-in those the-three-nom men-gen "Those three men." b. haaolaai al-thalaathat-a ashar-a rajul-an those the-three-accu ten-accu a man-accu "Those thirteen men."
We could see that in (16a), the noun rijaal-in "men" following the cardinal al-thalaathat-u "the three" carries the genitive case marker -in, while it carries an accusative case maker -an after the cardinal althalaathat-a ashar-a "thirteen" in (16b).
In complex DPs, demonstrative pronouns and cardinals follow the noun.
17. kitaab-u al-taalib-i haatha book-nom the-student-gen this.masc. "This student's book" 18. kutub-u al-taalib-i al-thalaathat-u books-nom the-student-gen the-three-nom "The student's three books"
In (17 and 18), we could see that the demonstrative pronoun haatha "this" and the cardinal althalaathat-u "the three" appear after the construct estate.
In postnominal positions, cardinals always agree with noun they modify in case and other phi features.
19. al-asilat-u al-thaalathat-u the-questions-nom. the-three-nom "The three questions."
In (19), the noun alasilat-u "the questions" is definite and is assigned nominative case and the cardinal number following the noun al-thalaathat-u "the three" is also definite and assigned nominative case.
(see Fassi fehri's (1999) paper in which Fassi argues that postnominal modifiers appear in a fixed word order in Modern Standard Arabic.) Quantifiers in MSA also appear prenominally before the demonstrative pronouns; those quantifiers cannot take the definite article.
20. a. kull-u haaolaai al-rijaal-i hadhar-u all-nom those the-men-gen. attended-pl.masc "All of those men attended." b. *al-kull hadhar-u the-all attended-pl.masc "All attended."
We could see in (20a), the quantifier kul "all" appears to the left of the demonstrative pronoun haaolaai "those"; and in (20b), the use of the definite article al-"the" renders the statement ungrammatical. After providing a detailed explanation of the internal structure of the DPs in MSA, in the next subsection, I discuss the different syntactic analyses of the DPs in MSA.
Syntactic Analyses of DPs in MSA
Generally, following Abney (1987) who proposes a parallel structure to both the clause and the noun phrase, most studies done on DPs in Arabic assume that the noun starts below in the structure and moves up ending in a position preceding all adjectives (See the work of Fassi (1989 Fassi ( , 1993 Fassi ( , 1997 Fassi ( , 1998 Fassi ( , 1999 , Mohammad (1988 Mohammad ( , 1999 , Ritter (1987 Ritter ( , 1988 Ritter ( , 1991 and Benmamoun (2000)). There are linguists who advocate head noun movement approach in which the head noun is base generated as a head of an NP and for case requirements among other things it raises cross its modifiers adjoining to D. Others advocate the noun raising to the spec of DP as the head noun movement violates some syntactic operations like Empty Category Principle (ECP) and Extended Projection Principle (EPP). In simple DPs, taking definiteness/indefiniteness in Arabic as affixal in nature, after the noun moves, it merges with the definite/indefinite article after spell out(A Phonological Form (PF) process). Shlonsky's (2012) proposes what he refers to snowball movement. According to his proposal, there is an Agr head inside the DP which c-commands all functional heads DP like Adjective Phrase (AP), Cardinal Phrase (CardP), etc, and the NP moves upward piped piping all the material it c-commands. Shlonsky assumes that the determiner, the definite article, in AP is a head in its own projecting a DP rather than a feature. Shlonsky, contrary to Abney's, assumes that there is a noun phrase movement rather than a head movement. To put it differently, to him, the internal structure of the DP differs from complementizer Phrase (CP).
After reviewing briefly on the analyses of the Arabic DPs, we could say that all analyses share one thing, which is that the prenominal cardinal and the noun as well as the modifiers that follow the noun are all elements that are sandwiched between the DP and the NP. In other words, it is one DP within which various movement processes take place. Again, the assumption which I will defend in this paper is that in this dialect in the argument position there are two DPs, rather than one DP; one DP is the cardinal and the other DP is the noun that follows the cardinal including the modifiers that follow it. Following Vries (2006) , I will take the first DP, the cardinal, to be the anchor and the second DP, the noun and its postnominal modifiers, the appositive. As a matter of fact, speakers of SNRDA use the noun with/out postnominal modifiers after the cardinal to add more information about the first DP, the cardinal. Before discussing DPs in SNRDA and providing evidence for my main argument, in the next section, I discuss numerals "cardinals" in MSA and their relations to nouns following them in numeralnoun constructions.
Numerals "Cardinals" in MSA
The syntax of cardinals in numeral-noun constructions has been the focus of many studies. (see Corbett (1978 Corbett ( ), baker (2003 , Ritter (1991) , Nelson and Toivonen (2000) , Ionin and Matushansky (2006) , Danon (1996 Danon ( , 1998 Danon ( , 2012 , Borer (2005) , Shlonsky (2004) , Corver and Zwarts (2004) , Zabbal (2005) , Zweig (2005) , and Ouwayda (2010 Ouwayda ( , 2012 Ouwayda ( , 2013 Ouwayda ( , 2014 , among others). Researchers in those studies are divided into groups; those who view most of the cardinals as nouns, Hurford (1975 Hurford ( , 1987 Hurford ( , 2001 Hurford ( , 2003 and Covert and Zwarts (2004) and those who view cardinals as adjectives, Stavrou and Terzi (2008) . Other researchers view high numerals as adjectives and low ones as nouns (Zabbal 2005) . Others like Corbett (1978) and Baker (2003) view higher numerals as nouns and lower ones as adjectives. In Zweig's (2005) work, Zweig shows that numerals vary across languages. From all those views, we can say that numerals are sometimes treated as heads that select a projection of the noun and sometimes as phrases located in the specifier of a functional projection of the noun ; Danon (2012) argues that both structures are available at Universal Grammar (UG) in some languages like Hebrew. Hurford (2003) doing a survey shows cardinal numerals can be combined in a number of ways with nouns; and categories like gender, number, case, and definiteness are marked differentially on numerals and nouns. Moreover, morphologically speaking, the nature of the interaction between the numeral and the noun following it is not always the same. That is to say, the interaction process sometimes operates in both directions; from noun to numerals or from numerals to nouns; and sometimes the process is not clear.
As for numerals and their relation to nouns in numeral-noun constructions in Arabic, the interaction seems to be supporting Hurford's (2003) conclusion; there are actually a number of ways in which cardinal numbers interact with the nouns following them. Following is a table that summarizes some of the numerals in MSA and their counterparts used in SNRDA and their relation to the nouns following them. As the table shows, morpho-syntactically, the numeral system in MSA is very complicated. Nouns following numerals 3-10 are always plural; and they disagree with the noun and receive genitive case whereas nouns following numerals 11-19 are always singular and receive accusative case; and the numeral 10 agrees with the noun while the numerals 3-9 disagree with it. As far as numerals in the dialect under investigation is concern, we could notice that they always take the same gender form with both sexes.
As I have shown earlier, in MSA, numerals appear in prenominal and postnominal position. In prenominal position, they influence the noun following them by determining its morphological case.
In postnominal position, their behavior is very similar to those of the adjectives. For that, Shlonsky (2004) argues that numerals are like adjectives; prenominally, they are heads taking the noun as a complement; postnominally, they are phrases in the specifier position. After reviewing the literature on numerals and their relation to the noun following them in numeral-noun constructions in MSA, in the following two sections, I discuss the structure of the DPs in SNRDA and provide pieces of evidence of my main argument in this paper.
The Internal Structure of the DPs in SNRDA
As in MSA, DPs in the dialect under investigation are either simple or complex. Demonstrative pronouns and the cardinals precede the noun in simple DPs. In complex DPs, only demonstrative pronouns follow the noun. As for cardinals, unlike DPs in MSA, they precede or follow the noun in complex DPs.
21. hathuula althalaath alrjaal altwaal simple DP Those.masc the.three the.men the.tall.pl.masc "Those three tall men" 22. a. bait alrijil aljamil hatha complex DP house the.man the.beautiful.masc this.masc "This man's beautiful house" b. *hatha bait alrijil aljamil complex DP this.masc house the.man the.beautiful.masc "This man's beautiful house" 23. a. thalaath sayyarat ali complex DP three cars Ali "Ali's three cars." b. sayyarat ali al-thalaath complex DP cars Ali the-three "Ali's three cars."
In (21), like in simple DPs in MSA, we could see that the demonstrative pronoun hathuula "those" and the cardinal althalaath "the three" precede the noun alrijaal "the men" and the adjective altwaal "the tall" follows it. Again, like in complex DPs in MSA, the demonstrative pronoun hatha "this" follow the noun in (22). However, unlike MSA, the cardinal thalaath "three" can precede and follow the construct estate sayyarat ali "Ali's cars" in (23).
Unlike MSA, as in other dialects of Arabic, words are not marked with case; and postnominal adjectives do not follow a particular order.
24. a. hathuula althalaath alrjaal altwaal alhabeebeen those.masc the.three the.men the.tall.pl.masc the.decent.pl.masc b. hathuula althalaath alrjaal alhabeebeen altwaal those.masc the.three the.men the.decent.pl.masc the tall.pl.masc "Those three tall men"
In (24ab), we could see that the words are not marked with case and the two postnominal adjectives alhabeebeen "the decent" and altwaal "the tall" can freely exchange their positions. After discussing the internal structure of DPs in SNRDA, in the next section, I provide pieces of evidence to support my main argument that the numeral prenominally in SNRDA is actually a full DP, and the noun following it with its modifier is another DP.
Evidence of the Full DP nature of the Numeral in SNRDA

The morpho-Syntactic Similarity Between Numerals and Nouns
The first piece of evidence supporting my main argument is the syntactic similarity between numerals and nouns. First, as other nouns, numerals host the definite article al-"the".
al-khams
"the five"
Second, numerals can be pluralized; in other words, plural suffix can be attached to them.
26. khamsaat five.pl.fem. "Fives" Third, they can also be modified by VP, PP and AP.
27. shift thalaath waqfeen saw.I three standing.pl.masc "I saw three standing." 28. shift thalaath bikhwath saw.I three in.helmets "I saw three with helmets." 29. shift thalaath athkiyaa saw.I three smart.pl.masc "I saw smart three." Forth, numerals can also be conjoined with other nouns.
30. thataath w bint jaw three and a girl came "Three and a girl came." Fifth, numerals can be preceded by a preposition.
31. tazawajt b-thalaath married.I in-three "I married to three." Moreover, and as I have stated earlier, numerals in MSA also receive case, nominative, accusative and genitive according to the position they occupy.
32.a. jaa thalaathat-u rijaal-in came three-nom men-gen. "Three men came." b. shaahadt-u thalaathat-a rijaal-in saw.I three-accu men-gen. "I saw three men." c. marart-u b-thalaathat-i rijaal-in passed by.I in-three-gen men-gen. "I passed by three men."
Finally, the numeral is also used as a possessed noun.
33. thalaathat ali jaw three Ali came "The three of Ali's/Ali's three came."
From all above morpho-syntactic properties one would conclude that those numerals are in fact full DP phrases. The second piece of evidence supporting my main argument comes from the case marking the noun following the numeral in MSA; this is discussed next.
The Case of the Noun Following Numerals
My second piece of evidence comes from MSA. Recall that I have shown, in MSA, numerals, not the noun following them, receive case depending on the position they occupy, and that nouns following them may receive accusative or genitive case depending on the numeral. 34.a. jaa thalaathat-u rijaal-in came three-nom men-gen "Three men came." b. shahadtu thalaathat-a rijaal-in saw.I three-nom men-gen "I saw three men." 35.a. jaa thalaatuuna rajul-an came thirty.nom men-accus. "Thirty men came." b. shahadtu thalaathiina rijaal-an saw.I thirty.accu men-accus. "I saw thirty men."
In (34 and 35), we could see that the noun case varies depending on the numeral preceding it. In (34ab), the noun rijaal-in "men" following the numeral thalaathatu/thalaathata "three" receives a genitive case; whereas in (35ab) it receives an accusative case when following the numeral thalaathuun/thalaathiina "thirty". Therefore, one does not want to say that numerals as heads assign different cases. The question is how those cases are assigned? Bearing in mind what Hurford (2003) shows about the complexity of the relationship between the numerals and the nouns following them with regard to case, definiteness and phi feature, one might not want to let the case issue stands as an obstacle of a better argument. Therefore, those linguists like Shlonsky who use the genitive case as a base for their analysis of DPs in Arabic would need to revise their analyses accordingly. Next, the use of the pro-clitic h-with both DPs in SNRDA is another piece of evidence for my main argument.
The Use of the Pro-Clitic h-in SNRDA
The third piece of evidence of the existence of two DPs is the use of the pro-clitic h-"this/those" in SNRDA, a pro-clitic which is in complementary distribution with the demonstrative pronouns hathaa "this", hathuula "those.masc" and hatheelin "those.fem". This pro-clitic cliticizes onto the left edge of the DP.
a. *hathaa h-al-rijil
this h-the-man "This man" 37. a. h-al-rijil this-the-man "This man" b. h-al-rjaal those-the-men "Those men" c. h-al-marah those-the-woman "This woman"
We could see from (36a) that the use of the demonstrative pronoun hathaa "this" and the pro-clitic h-"this/those" renders the sentence ungrammatical. In (37abc), we could see that the pro-clitic is attached to singular and plural nouns, feminine and masculine. The same pro-clitic can appear cliticizing onto both the numeral and the DP following it.
38. jaw h-al-thalaath h-al-rjaal al-twaal came those-the-three those-the.men the-tall.pl.masc "Those three men came"
We could see from (38) that the pro-clitic h-"those" cliticizes onto the numeral al-thalaath "the three" and the noun al-rjaal "the men", but not onto the adjective following the noun al-twaal "the tall". This fact supports my main argument that there are two DP phrases the first of which is the numeral. My next piece of evidence for my main argument comes from the topic and focus constructions in SNRDA.
Topic and foci Constructions in SNRDA
The forth piece of evidence for my argument of the existence of two DPs is the fact that numerals can appear at the left periphery of the clause as topics and foci stranding the noun and the postnominal modifiers behind.
39. althalaat, shifti-hin albanaat altiweelaat the.three saw.I-them.fem the.girls the.tall.pl.fem. "As for the three tall girls, I saw them."
We could see in (39) that the numeral althalaat "the three" appears at the left periphery of the clause interpreted as a topic and the resumptive pronoun hin "them" appears in the base position. Moreover, the numeral can appear at the left periphery of the clause as a focus.
THALAATH,
shift banaat tiweelaat THREE (not two) saw.I girls tall.pl.fem. "THREE tall ones, I saw."
We could see in (40) that the numeral thalaat "three" appears at the left periphery of the clause interpreted as a focus leaving in base position behind the noun and the postnominal modifier banaat tiwelaat "tall girls".
Moreover, both the numeral and the noun with its modifier can appear at the left periphery of the clause for topic and focus purposes.
41. banaat tweelaat, THALAATH, shift girls tall.pl.fem THREE (not two) saw.I "As for tall girls, THREE, I saw."
In (41), the numeral thalaath "three" appears at the left periphery of the clause interpreted as a focus and the noun and the postnominal modifier banaat tiwelaat "tall girls" as a topic. Moreover, when forming kam-wh-questions, the noun in the numeral-noun constructions can appear in the base position and it can appear at the left periphery of the clause as a topic.
42. a. kam shift banaat tiweelaat how may saw.you girls tall.pl.fem. "How many tall girls did you see?" b. banaat tweelaat kam shift girls tall.pl.fem how many saw.you "As for tall girls, how many did you see?"
In (42a) the wh-word kam "how many" appears at the left periphery of the clause leaving the noun and its postnominal modifier bannaat tiweelaat "tall girls" in situ. In (42b), we could see that the noun and postnominal modifier bannaat tiweelaat "tall girls" with a topic interpretation appear at the left periphery of the clause to the left of the wh-item kam "how many". The last piece of evidence, contrary to MSA, speakers of this dialect use the definite article al-"the" with other pre-nominal modifier like quantifier kil "all" and baadh "some"; in this case, the quantifier functions as a full DP phrase.
The Use of the Definite Article al-"the" with Quantifiers
Contrary to MSA, speakers of this dialect use the definite article al-"the" with other pre-nominal modifier like quantifier kil "all" and baadh "some".
43. a. kil al-rjaal jaw all the-men came "All of the men came." b. al-kil jaw the-all came "All came." 44. a. baadh al-rjaal jaw some the-men came "Some of the men came." b. al-baadh jaw the-some came "Some came."
We notice in (43b and 44b) that the definite article al-"the" cliticizes onto the quantifiers kil "all" and baadh "some". Before concluding this paper, it is important to say that some speakers may optionally use the preposition min "from/of" when forming a degree questions. (Thorne (1993) investigating Welsh shows that there is no difference in meaning between sentences with or without the use of the preposition).
45. kam shift (min) rajaal tweel how many saw out of a man tall.sing.masc "How many tall men did you see?"
In (45), we could see the optional use of the word min "out of" before the noun rjaal "man"; what is important here is that the interpretation of the structure with or without min "out of" is the same.
To sum up, in this last section, I have provided pieces of evidence to support my argument of the full DP nature of the numeral and the existence of two DPs in the argument position. My pieces of evidence are mainly the morpho-syntactic similarities between the numeral and the noun, the case of the noun following the numerals, the use of pro-clitic h-with both the numeral and the noun and the fact that the numeral and the noun following it as separate DPs can participate in topic and focus constructions. Moreover, I have shown that other pre-nominal modifier like the quantifier kil "all" and baadh "some" can take the definite and function as full DPs. From these pieces of evidence, I conclude that the numeral is a full DP; all that follows the numeral is another full DP including the noun and its modifiers. Following Vries (2006) , I will assume that the numeral is an anchor whereas the noun following it with its modifiers is an appositive. Adopting Chomsky's (1995) economy condition which states "F' carries along just enough material for convergence, I argue it is only the wh-item kam "how many/how much", the anchor, which needs to move to the left periphery of the clause leaving the noun and its modifiers, the appositive, in situ.
Conclusion
In this paper, I have accounted for the fact that, in SNRDA, the wh-degree question kam "how many/much" can surface at the left periphery of the clause leaving the noun and other postnominal modifiers in the base position, in both the subject and the object positions. I have argued for a new perspective of the LBE phenomenon in which there are two DPs in the argument position; one of those two DPs is the numeral and the other is all that comes after the numeral including the overt noun and the postnominal modifiers; and it is the first DP, the numeral, which moves to the left periphery of the clause leaving the other DP in situ. Following Vries (2006) , I took the numeral to be the anchor and all that follows it is the appositive. Using Chomsky's (1995) economy condition which states "F' carries along just enough material for convergence, in Kam-wh-questions, it is only the wh-item kam "how many/how much", the anchor, which moves to the left periphery of the clause leaving the noun and its modifier, the appositive, in situ. My argument is supported, besides other things, by morpho-syntactic facts mainly the syntactic similarities between the numeral and the noun, for example both participating in topic and focus constructions and both use of pro-clitic h-and the use of the definite article al-"the" with other pre-nominal modifier like the quantifier kil "all" and baadh "some. The data and the conclusion the paper reaches add to our understanding of the LBE phenomenon; LBE not only takes place in one DP in which part of that DP moves to the left periphery of the clause it can also take place from two DPs in the same argument position the first of which moves.
